Abstract-Average-consensus algorithms allow to compute the average of some agents' data in a distributed way, and they are used as a basic building block in algorithms for distributed estimation, load balancing, formation and distributed control.
I. INTRODUCTION
Average-consensus algorithms allow to compute an average in a distributed way. These algorithms have been extensively applied to the solution of problems of distributed estimation [19] and of sensor calibration for sensor networks [12] , to load balancing for distributed computing systems [7] , and to mobile multi-vehicles coordination [6] . We refer the reader to the survey [20] , the recent books [25] , [4] and references therein.
In this paper, we focus on linear average-consensus. Starting from the natural and widely studied algorithm proposed by Tsitsiklis [26] since the early 80's, the average consensus problem has been addressed in many different directions. Convergence conditions both for fixed and dynamically changing interaction topologies have been provided [21] , [17] , [5] . Randomized algorithms has been considered in [9] , [3] . In [8] , [22] the authors investigate the case of data loss in the transmission between the nodes. The effects of noisy commuVia Gradenigo 6b, 35131 Padova, Italy Email: {garin.zampi}@dei.unipd.it nications has been analyzed in [15] . Recently a large attention has been captured by the realistic situation of quantized data transmission [16] , [18] , [1] , [11] .
In this paper we are interested in evaluating the performance of linear time-invariant average-consensus algorithms. Typically this kind of analysis exploits results from Markov chains literature, and is focused on predicting the speed of convergence to the average, when computation time grows. There has been an extensive literature on this topic, with both analysis and optimization of asymptotic convergence speed which is given by the dominant mode of the transition matrix [5] , [27] . However, we believe that when convergence to the average is not an objective per se, but is used to solve an estimation or control problem, it is important to consider different performance measures, more tightly related to the actual objective pursued.
In this paper we introduce two different functional costs which arise quite naturally in control and estimation problems. The first one is a classical LQ functional cost which evaluates the performance of the average-consensus algorithm by calculating the L2 norm of a suitable variable; this cost represents a different way to evaluate the transient phase of the algorithm. In fact, also in classical control theory, there are various ways to evaluate the transient performance of a control strategy: one is based on the dominant eigenvalues, and the corresponding control methodology relies on the possibility to suitably allocate such eigenvalues; a second one is based on the L 2 -norm of the transient and this yields to the so-called linear quadratic optimal control methodology. Our functional is this second kind of cost, for the consensus algorithm. We will show that this functional cost depends on all the eigenvalues of the transition matrix, and our main contribution will be to characterize it for some relevant families of graphs. The second cost we propose is related to the estimation error made by a network of sensors when averaging their measurements. For many families of graphs (including geometric graphs), the speed of convergence, as evaluated by the essential spectral radius, deteriorates with larger networks, but on the contrary in estimation one would expect that a broader number of measurements should improve the quality of the final estimate. We propose a natural performance measure (average error variance) and, for some families of graphs, we find its scaling laws with respect to both number of vertices and computation time, so that we can suggest useful criteria in the design of the size of large-scale sensor networks.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we formulate the problem we deal with. In Section III we introduce three families of graphs, the Cayley graphs, the grids and the random geometric graphs: these families are the subject of our investigations. In Section IV we illustrate our main theoretical and numerical results. Finally in the Appendix we collect the proofs of the theoretical results stated in the previous section.
Mathematical Preliminaries
Before proceeding, we collect some useful definitions and we fix some notation. More detailed definitions about Cayley graphs will be given in Sect. III-A. In this paper, 9 = (V, E) denotes an directed graph where V is the set of vertices, N = IVI the number of vertices, and E is the set of directed edges, and assuming that at every step t agent i updates its estimates according to
More compactly we can write x(t + 1) = Px(t), (1) (2) where x(t) is the column vector whose i-th entry is Xi(t).
It is well-known in the literature [4] (6) Notice that equation (6) predicts a performance which degrades as the number of agents increases. This is not surprising, since intuitively one should expect that the larger is the graph, the longer is the time required to spread the information across the nodes. A mathematical characterization of (5) has been carried out for graphs exhibiting Cayley symmetries in [5] and for the random geometric graphs in [3] .
In this paper we evaluate the performance of the average consensus algorithm according to two different functional costs. The first one is a classical LQ functional cost which accounts for the speed of the average consensus algorithm by calculating the L 2-norm of a suitable trajectory; the second one is related to the estimation error made by a network of sensors when averaging their measurements. We proceed now by presenting them separately.
A. Transient peiformance evaluation by L 2 -norm: a LQ cost
In this subsection we assume that the initial condition x(O) satisfies the following condition.
Without loss of generality, we will consider a3 = 1 throughout this paper.
When dealing with the average consensus problem it is convenient to introduce the following random variable
For the sake of the clarity, we recall that for a primitive doubly-stochastic matrix Pess(P) is given by the second largest eigenvalues' modulus, i.e.,
Pess(P)
:= max
1>-1·
AE<7(P)\{l} (5) where the last equality follows from the fact that, since P is doubly-stochastic then IT x(t) = IT x(O) for all t ::::: O.
Observe that ~(t) represents the distance of x(t) from the average of the initial conditions. It is easy to see that ~ satisfies the same recursive equation as x, i.e.,
and that x(t) -+ xavel if and only if ~(t) -+ o.
In control theory a classical way of evaluating the performance of system (7) would be considering a linear quadratic cost of the form
where Q is an pre-assigned semidefinite positive matrix. In our setup we assume that Q = 1 and hence the above expression reduces to the following functional cost
It is worth noting that J t:. (P) represents also as the L 2 -norm of the random process {~( t )} :0.
In Section IV we will characterize the behavior of J t:. (P)
for some relevant graph families as the number of agents N varies.
We provide now a characterization of J t:. that will be useful later on. Notice that Assumption 2 implies that
If P is normal, i.e., P pT = pT P, the above expression can be written as a function of only the eigenvalues of P. Precisely, by observing that pt (I -~l1T) = (P (1 -~l1T))t, and that (J (P (I -~l1T)) = {O} U (J(P) \ {l}, we can write
AEa(P)\{l}
Remark 1: We end this subsection by remarking that the functional cost (8) has been also analyzed in [28] in a different context. The authors in [28] consider a stochastic model for distributed average consensus where each node, updates its local variable with a weighted average of its neighbors' values as in (1), but each new value is corrupted by an additive noise with zero mean, i.e.,
where Vi(t), i = 1, ... , N, t = 0,1, ... are independent random variables, identically distributed, with zero mean and unit variance. To analyze the performance of the algorithm, the authors introduce the variable
and the corresponding functional cost
t=O Observe that, due to the presence of the noise, differently from ~(t), e(t) =I-x(t) -xavel; in other words e(t) quantifies the distance of the states from their current average which, in general, differs from the average of their initial conditions. Thus the mean-square deviation bss(P) can be viewed as a measure of how well the weight matrix P is able to enforce consensus (but not in general the average consensus), despite the additive errors introduced at each node at each step. Some straightforward manipulations show that, if P is normal, then bss(P) = Jt:.(P).
B. Quadratic error in distributed estimation
In this subsection we consider the following problem of distributed estimation: N sensors measure the same real quantity y plus independent. noises. To be more precise, if Vi denotes the measurement made by the i-th sensor, we have that Vi = Y + ni where ni, i E {1, ... , N}, are independent zero-mean noises with the same variance (J5 (without loss of generality, we will assume (J5 = 1). If all the measurements were available at the same location, it is well known that the optimal estimate would be given by the mean of all measurements, i.e., 1 I N ~~1 Vi. 
Je (P, t) = NlE [eT(t)e(t)] .
For our problem, it is easy to show that the cost Je (P, t) can be re-written as If P is normal, then this is equivalent to Je(P,t) = ~ ~AEa(P) 1"' 1 2t .
In the next sections, we will study the asymptotic behavior of Je (P, t) when both Nand t grow to infinity, for some families of graphs. This result is particularly relevant because it suggests the right trade-off between number of nodes and computation time in the design of large-scale sensor networks.
III. FAMILIES OF GRAPHS
We introduce here the main family of graphs and transition matrices we are going to consider in our analysis.
A. Abelian Cayley graphs and matrices
First of all let's recall the definition of Cayley graphs: given a group (G, +) and a set S S;; G, the Cayley graph 9(G, S) is a directed graph with vertex set G and edge set E = {(g, h) :
We will consider finite graphs, with IGI = N, and matrices associated with such graphs, which respect the strong symmetries of the graph: we say that a matrix P E lR G x G (i.e.
with entries labeled by indexes belonging to G) is Cayley if
Pg,h = Pg+k,h+k Vg, h, kEG. This is equivalent to say that there exists a map 1r :
such function is called the generator of the Cayley matrix P.
Throughout this paper, we will also assume that the graph associated with P is strongly connected and aperiodic, and that P is stochastic, i.e., 1r(g) ::::: ° V 9 E G and L9EG 1r(g) = 1. Notice that a stochastic Cayley matrix is also doublystochastic.
In this paper, we restrict our attention to the case when Notice that such eigenvectors are orthonormal, so that P is a normal matrix. In our analysis we want to consider families of Cayley graphs, with a growing number of vertices, but with constant degree, and with the same algebraic structure and same values for the non-zero entries of P. For example, we can look at a a circular graph where each node talk to itself, to its first two neighbours on the right and its first neighbour to the left, each with weight 1/3, regardless the number of agents.
First of all, we consider a family of groups Gn = Z~, for some fixed d and growing n; let N = IGnl = n d . Note that when we write e i 2;: hr with hr E Zn, we mean that we can substitute hr with any integer which is equal to hr mod n. Later, we will need the specific choice of hr E {a, 1, ... , n -1}, which we will denote by h E Vn , Vn = {a, ... , n-1 }d. When needed, we will actually identify vertices of the graph with Vn rather than Gn.
B. Grids in lR d
The families of Cayley graphs on the group Z~ presented above can be seen as grids on a (multi-dimensional) torus. An interesting result by Boyd et al. [2] allows to compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors also of grids on a cube in lR d , which are the same as the one on a torus except that they are suitably modified at the borders.
More precisely, define the following family of matrices. Consider P2n a Cayley matrix on Z~n associated with P(ZI"'" Zd), and assume that the coefficients Ph satisfy the following quadrantal symmetry: Ph = Pk if Vi, hi = ±ki. This assumption implies that reflections (Jr on Gn defined by (Jr(h) = k with kl = hi if i =f. rand kr = 2n -1 -r, are symmetries of the labeled grid on the torus. For example, Fig. 1 shows the axis of reflection of (JI for the case d = 1. It is convenient here to identify Gn with the set Vn = {a, ... , n -1 }d, and consider (Jr : Vn -+ Vn. Now denote by H the group generated by (JI, ... ,(Jd and consider, for all g E Vn S;; V2n , the orbit 0 9 = {7](g) : 7] E H} S;; V2n . Finally, define P n : lR Vn -+ lR Vn by (Pn)h,k = LIEOk Ph,l, for all h, k E Vn . Notice that P n is symmetric and that, apart from the borders, P n associates to edges of the grid the same coefficients that Pn associates to edges of the grid on the torus.
We will refer to the above construction of a family of matrices {Pn }n>8 with the short name 'grid matrix family associated with P(ZI, ... ,Zd)'.
Using [2, Prop. 3.2], we can find the eigenvalues of P n:
hE Vn .
C. Random geometric graphs
The random geometric graph is a random undirected graph drawn on a bounded region, e.g., the d-dimensional unitary
It is generated by
• placing vertices at random, uniformly and independently inside the region, and • connecting two vertices if and only if the euclidean distance between them is at most a pre-assigned threshold r. The random geometric graph was first introduced in [13] and has been deeply studied under a communications and information-theoretic point of view in [14] . It has recently witnessed a large interest in many applications; particularly it has been successfully used to model wireless communication [10] . In Section IV-B, given a random geometric graph g(V, E), we will associate to it a doubly stochastic matrix P built according to the Metropolis weights rule [29] ; precisely, if P ij denotes the element of P in the i-th row and in the j-th column we will have
In other words the weight on each edge is one over one plus the largest degree at its two incident vertices, and the self-weights are chosen so the sum of weights at each node is 1.
IV. MAIN RESULTS

A. Asymptotic costs Jor Cayley graphs and grids
We state here our main theoretical results: an asymptotic analysis of the proposed quadratic indices for the families of Cayley graphs and of grids described in previous section. The proofs can be found in the Appendix. 
Proposition 1 (LQ cost asymptotics):
To give a better understanding of the above Theorem, we propose an example illustrating an interestig comparison between the behavior of the functional cost J t:" and of the essential spectral Pess as n --4 00 of a particular sequence of Cayley graphs. We will see how the evaluation of the performance of the average consensus algorithms, in the asymptotic regime n --4 00, is strictly related to the choice of the functional cost. known (see [5] ) that, in this case,
where C is a constant independent from the topology of the graphs. From the above inequality it turns out that, if we consider as functional cost the asymptotic covergence Jactor defined in (4), then the performance of the average consensus algorithms associated to the sequence {Pn } degrades drastically as n --4 00. Instead, Proposition 1 guarantees the existence of constants C3 and Cf" such that Notice that if the average of all sensors' measurements was performed in a centralized way, the exact average thus obtained would be the best possible estimate of the measured value (under the simple model we are considering), but it would still have error variance 1/ N. Thus, it is not surprising to find a term 1 IN in the asymptotic behavior of the decentralized algorithm running on grids. What is more interesting is to look at the dependence on Nand t, which shows that a sensible design of the number of nodes should take into account also the computational time allowed for communication and computation. In fact, Corollary 1 clearly shows that when both t and N grow there are two very different regimes, a first one with N « t d / 2 , where the error decays as liN, and a second regime with N » t d / 2 where regardless the number of nodes the cost is dominated by a term scaling as 1/t d / 2 • Finally, it is interesting to notice that, despite Pess ----+ 1 for N ----+ 00 would suggest that these families of graphs have decreasing performance for growing number of agents, indeed it is clear that a bigger number of measurements can improve the quality of the estimate, and in fact lim Je (Pn , t) = o.
t,N ---+CX)
B. Random geometric graphs
In this section we focus on the other relevant family of graphs we are dealing with in this paper, the random geometric graph. While several probabilistic results are known about the number of components in the graph as a function of the threshold r and the number of vertices N (see e.g. the monograph [23] ), no comprehensive theoretical characterization has been provided yet for the behavior of the eigenvalues of doublystochastic matrices associated to random geometric graphs. In this direction only few results are present so far. It is worth citing them briefly. In [3] , the authors first prove some regularity properties on the degrees of the nodes of random geometric graphs; then, relying on these results, they find a lower bound for the mixing time of random walks on random geometric graphs with the mixing time of random walks on regular grids on torus (the mixing time is related to the essential spectral radius of the transition matrices associated). In [24] an asymptotic spectral concentration result is presented. Families of random geometric graphs of increasing size N are considered; they are built on [0, l]d with a threshold r which is assumed to tend to 0 as N ----+ 00, but in such a way that the graphs so obtained have and increasing degree and are almost surely connected. Under this assumption it is shown that the spectrums of the transition matrices of the random walks on these families of graphs converge, as N ----+ 00, to those of the graphs on deterministic grids.
In this section we provide some numerical results characterizing the behavior of the cost J t:,. and Je for random geometric graphs. Interestingly, we will bring to light further similarities between the random geometric graphs and the deterministic grids. From the drawn plots, we can deduce that Je evaluated for the random geometric graphs, exhibits a behavior very similar to the one stated in Corollary 1. Finally, these numerical results emphasize further evident similarities between the spectral behavior of the transition matrices built on random geometric graphs and the spectral behavior of the transition matrices associated to the deterministic grids. 
ApPENDIX
We give here the main steps of the proof of our main results (Propositions 1 and 2) . For notation and definitions, we refer the reader to Sect. III-A and Sect. III-B.
A. Preliminary remarks
Our bounds for both costs are based on a simple but effective technique for getting a bound for the eigenvalues. In (PN, VN) . fact, both for grids on toruses and grids in ~~, the essential object in the definition of the eigenvalues is the function 
otherwise.
B. LQ cost
We will use the explicit expressions for the eigenvalues given in Sect. III-A and Sect. III-B and the bounds above. Let's first consider a family {Pn } of Cayley graphs: Now you can conclude using the following Lemma (which will be useful also for the upper bound) Then again you conclude using Lemma 1. The you conclude using the following lemma. For the lower bound, from which you conclude using Lemma 2. The proof for the grid matrix family is very similar to the one reported in previous section, using gL, gu instead of h, fu and using Lemma 2 instead of Lemma 1.
C. Quadratic estimation error
